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Abstract

No information was reported to date about the uptake process of repeated cationic arginine or lysine followed by leucine or alanine with lipid bilayer based DNA nanocargoes. Here we orchestrated the concept of repeated lys-ala-leu-ala (KALA) peptide modified DNA-lipid nanoparticle, proclaimed a promising transfection activity in dendritic cell, following GPCR mediated endocytosis. Chemical inhibitors studies of chlorpromazine, Fillipin, and Amiloride did not support the concept of macropinocytosis, clathrin mediated endocytosis and caveola mediated endocytosis. Cetirizine hydrochloride, a GPCR blocker shut down the KALA mediated transgene expression. Confocal studies showed no liposomal uptake in KALA modification rather than R8 modification, which implies to receptor mediated endocytosis. Low concentration of KALA pretreatment allowed a R8 MEND (usually non-expressed) to that of the same expression of KALA MEND and vice versa of high concentration KALA pretreatment. A PKA inhibitor, rattlerin and PKA terminator (p-300/CREB inhibitor), curcumin halted the gene expression of KALA modified MEND, where octa-arginine modified MEND did not respond to the inhibitory effect by curcumin. Collectively, our data suggest that a repeated lys-ala-leu-ala (KALA) modification in lipid embedded DNA nanoparticle approached a GPCR induction both in endocytosis and activation, which might be a potential reason of boom transgene expression in dendritic cell.
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Introduction

Nano-cargoes containing gene of interest or anticancer drug needs promisingly uptake and momentously moving to the cytosol. Recent many studies reported about the uptake process of non-viral vector, containing surface modification with cationic amino acid enriched oligo peptide like octa-arginine [1, 2] as well as octa-histidine [3, 4]. However, the cellular uptake process of arginine, lysine and even histidine enriched peptide are still contradictory [5, 6, 7]. Low concentration of octa-arginine modification in nano particles follows Clathrin mediated endocytosis (CME), whereas high concentration of octa-arginine modification follows the macropinocytosis of the same nano-cargoes [1].

Although the cellular uptake process of arginine and lysine enriched peptides have been reported somewhere else however their exact phenomena of the internalization of nano cargoes are still not clear. There are many factors that can affect uptake process of nano cargoes containing DNA and thereby transgene expression, include mostly the type of peptide, nature of the linker between the peptide and lipid bilayers. One peptide named TAT, containing both the arginine and lysine showed controversial mechanism of internalization of nanocargoes. As per previous studies, neither the classic receptor-transporter nor the endocytosis mediated processes involved in the uptake of TAT and also other peptides like TAT [3, 4]. Inverted micelle-driven delivery and direct penetration had been proposed as possible internalization [8, 9]. And the TAT sequence consists of several type arginine and lysine residues, which is crucial for translocation. There are some homopolymers of arginine, resembling to the TAT peptide [10] made them probable candidates to follow the TAT. One of the candidates was established for the better internalization as an optimized number of eight (R8) [10]. The octa-arginine succeeded in the internalization of nano cargoes containing plasmid DNA but it depended on the type of cells like cancer cell and fibroblast cell [11]. The high density octa-arginine modified liposome showed the mechanism of uptake through macropinocytosis by blocking the increased gene expression in NIH3T3 cell line [1]. Nevertheless this R8 peptide modified DNA cargoes has no gene expression in dendritic cell line [12], where the uptake pathway of R8 liposome was mediated by micropinocytosis [12, 13]. Later we replaced STR-R8 peptide with stearylated repeat lysine-leucine peptide, STR-KALA has got very high gene expression in dendritic cell line (JAWS) [14, 15, 16]. KALA and GALA peptides were reported elsewhere for their fusogenic activity in lipid membrane interface [17, 18] and we previously used cholesteryl-GALA [19, 5] as a membrane fusion inducer with endosome, because its conformation changes from a random coil to α-helix in acidic environment. But with GALA modification into octaarginine modified MEND (Multi-functional envelope type of nano device) containing the GL3 plasmid, had no effect in transgene expression (supplementary Figure S1) after a transfection studies in the dendritic cells. However, considering the environment in the cytoplasm, peptides that possess fusogenic activity in a neutral pH environment are essential for inducing fusion to the nuclear membrane. And KALA was used as a pH-independent fusion inducer [20]. Stearyl-KALA modified MEND raised the gene expression around three orders of magnitude in both dendritic cell line (JAWS-II) and the bone marrow derived dendritic cell, BMDC [16-18, 20]. And the mechanism how stearyl-KALA peptide promotes gene expression is unknown. Here we gave our effort to find out the reasons on behind of the mechanism of uptake of a repeated lys-al-a-leu-al-a (KALA) peptide modification in lipid embedded DNA nanoparticles, followed by the possible reason of high transgene expression.

Results

Multiple mechanisms for endocytosis have been reported to date [21-25] mainly: Clathrin mediated endocytosis, Macropinocytosis, Caveola mediated endocytosis and Clathrin-caveola independent endocytosis. TAT peptide and Octa-arginine modified nanoparticle so far followed the macropinocytosis pathway [26-28, 15]. Figure 1 showed also the macro pinocytosis when octa-arginine modified nanoparticle delivered plasmid DNA in dendritic cell line (JAWS-II) was inhibited by amiloride. And previously it has been reported that both the octa-arginine and octa-lysine modified nanoparticles followed macropinocytosis [2, 29]. But lysine-leucine repeated moiety instead of only lysine modified nanoparticle did not respond to the chemical inhibitor amiloride, which showed that KALA peptide modified nanoparticle didn’t follow macropinocytosis (Figure 1). The other chemical inhibitors like chlorpromazine and fillipin couldn’t
inhibit the KALA modified nanoparticle mediated transgene expression (Supplementary Figure S1). It revealed that lysine-leucine repeated peptide neither followed the clathrin mediated endocytosis nor the caveola mediated pathway. To verify inhibition of gene expression by chemical inhibitors for the pathway of endocytosis we investigated further the fluorescence uptake when dendritic cells were transfected with the NBD-DOPE 1% labeled KALA liposome and also KALA DNA condensed particle (Figure 2). Octa-arginine modified liposome (R8 liposome) and DNA condensed particle (R8 MEND) were inhibited by both CCD and amiloride significantly (Supplementary Figure S2a and S2b). One more control was performed using dextran-rhodamine treatment on mock dendritic cell and CCD treated dendritic cells (Supplementary Figure S2c) to evaluate the fluid phase inhibition. Octa-arginine modified nanoparticles were significantly inhibited by amiloride with a concentration of 1mM. Usually macropinocytosis can be inhibited by amiloride and its analogs, which inhibit the Na⁺/H⁺ exchange protein in the plasma membrane [30]. Nevertheless, though octa-lysine based nanoparticle was internalized by macropinocytosis but the uptake of lysine-leucine repeated peptide modified nanoparticles were neither inhibited by amiloride nor CCD (Figure 2b and Supplementary Figure S2b.), which means macropinocytosis does not work in lysine-leucine enriched peptide modification with MEND or liposome. So there might be some other component which is responsible for the uptake of nanoparticles and independent on CME, Cavaeola and macropinocytosis. And the cell surface membrane receptor might be one issue to consider. Usually there are many ways of ligand-receptor interaction such as hydrophilic interaction through ionic and polar bond, and hydrophobic interaction through hydrophobic and van der Waals’ bond. Here we have used repeated lysine-leucine (STR-KALA), which has got subsequent hydrophilic and hydrophobic, can protrude to the ligand-receptor interaction. Keeping this assumption we pretreated the dendritic cell with three different concentration of STR-KALA (7μM, 13.8μM and 27.6 μM final) at 37°C only 10 min. Thereafter, we transfected the cell with STR-KALA MEND, containing plasmid DNA of reporter luciferase for 24 h. we found a dose-dependent transgene inhibition, significantly (Figure 3a). Confocal microscopic studies also showed that there was no uptake in the pretreated dendritic cell (Supplementary Figure 3b). But when the cells were incubated with low concentration of KALA (3 μM) only for 5-10 min and thereafter R8 MEND, which had no transgene expression exhibited a dramatic promising gene expression as if gene expression by KALA modified DNA nanoparticles (Figure 4). A triangular transgene stimulation by stearyl KALA, where the peak pointed gene expression happened by the low concentration of KALA and there after an increased in KALA made a decrease in gene expression but still significantly higher than that of control R8 MEND. Usually at low temperature vesicular transport should be stopped but we found many red dots of aqueous phase marker sulfo-rhodamine loaded STR-KALA nanoparticles, binding on the cell surface just after 10 min at 4°C (Supplementary Figure S2d.). It shows also that KALA peptide modified nanoparticle doesn’t follow macropinocytosis/or phagocytosis. Whenever we pretreated dendritic cell with stearyl KALA peptide (23μM) as previously and then we applied sulfo-rhodamine loaded KALA liposome to the pretreated cell, we found no red dot signal on the cell surface after 60 min (Figure 3b, upper panel in comparison to the lower panel). Figure 3b (lower panel) shows the clear many red dots of sulfo-rhodamine loaded stearyl-KALA liposome, which seems to be endocytosed at 37°C. A high concentration of stearyl-KALA might be inhibitory effect, where a low concentration might be stimulatory effect, which might be an interaction with a receptor and thereafter follow-up some signaling cascade of up-regulation and down-regulation of transgene expression of the delivered gene. So it seems KALA modified nano cargo might be internalized by a receptor binding process. The chemical structure of KALA and secretin hormone resemble to the point of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino acid combinations. Both are of 27 amino acids, where secretin is repeated arginine leucine [31] and KALA is repeated lysine leucine in their paradigm dogma. Secretin is a potent GPCR agonist and accordingly, KALA seems to be a GPCR agonist. If it is a GPCR agonist then there should be either stimulatory or inhibitory effect depending on the concentration of agonist [32]. Here we got a magic like boom gene expression (positive feedback) of R8 MEND.
while dendritic cells was incubated with low concentration stearyl-KALA peptide (30µM) for 10 min before the addition of R8 MEND (Figure 4). After certain concentration of KALA (7µM) the expression reduced, which seems to be a negative feedback of gene expression usually hormones, are showing in the biological system [33]. Of note, there is a kind of GPCR blocker, cetirizine hydrochloride (also known as H1 blocker) was used with low to high concentration and found remarkable blocking the transgene expression (Figure 5), where an scramble peptide receptor blocker, sulfinamide [34, 35] didn’t block the transgene expression of KALA modified nano cargo (supplementary Figure S5a.). Considering an optimum concentration of cetirizine hydrochloride (0.9 mM) was used to visualize the fluorescence signal under confocal microscope, when labeled liposomes were transfected into the dendritic cells (Figure 5). Upper panel left and right are the KALA liposomes loaded with sulfo-rhodamine showed almost no uptake (no red signal) after treatment with cetirizine hydrochloride. But the lower panel right showed clear visualization of many red spots, showed not much inhibition by cetirizine hydrochloride. Figure 6a, showed significant shutdown of transgene expression when a PKA inhibitor, rottlerin was used. Thereafter, cells were incubated with p-300/CREB inhibitors like Curcumin 10µM (Fig. 6b). Curcumin did not show any significant transgene expression difference between curcumin treated R8 MEND and a control R8 MEND (Fig. 6c).

Discussion

Here we reflected the mechanistic pathway of stearyl-KALA modified nanoparticles containing CpG free DNA and its transgene expression, which differed from that of TAT and arginine, followed so far. From our laboratory previously we have shown that both the octa-arginine and octa-lysine modified nano particles were internalized in NIH3T3 cell by macropinocytosis [2]. In dendritic cell octa-arginine (R8) modified nano particles (R8 MEND) also followed the macropinocytosis (Figure 1 and Figure 2). Whenever the lysine was followed with hydrophobic alanine and leucine the mechanism might be changed to a new way. Continuous cationic amino acids like arginine and lysine (higher positive charge density) orchestrated the actin processing of the cell to be engulfed as endocytosis [11, 2, 36-38]. And the hydrophobic moiety inclusion with that of hydrophilic moiety repeatedly in DNA nanoparticles is experienced by the cell to the parts of its own to respond rather than the signal of actin processing. Especially, the leucine or alanine, hydrophobic moiety might be the important amino acid of changing the mode of uptake in dendritic cell. Of note, one group described leucine in conserved inter subunit interactions involving the hydorphobic packing as the highly stabilized conformational state of macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) in solution they studied by generating point mutation and characterization, using a battery of biophysical methods and X-ray crystallography [39]. And whenever we incubated the cells with leucine amino acid for few minutes (10 min) and thereafter transfected the cell by stearyl-KALA modified nano particles of Cpg free GL3 plasmid it increased transgene expression significantly (Supplemental figure S5b).

In this regard, Leucine-rich repeats are protein-protein interaction domains amino acids residues in length found in proteins with diverse structure and functions [40]. G-protein couple receptor (GPCRs) are characterized by a relatively large ectodomain (ECD) containing leucine-rich-repeats [41-43]. So the ligand-receptor might be the hydrophobic interaction between leucine-rich repeat of GPCR ectodomain and leucine-rich-repeat peptide of stearyl-KALA nano particles. And we got a significantly increased gene expression when the dendritic cells were free incubated with the amino acid leucine (Supplemental Figure S3b.). Since KALA i.e. lysine-leucine repeated peptide resembles to the hormone secretin, might be a GPCR agonist. The secretin receptor is a prototypic member of family B G protein-coupled receptor. The carboxyl-terminal region of this peptide assumes a helical conformation that occupies the peptide-binding cleft within the structurally complex disulphide-bonded amino-terminal domain of this receptor. The amino terminus of secretin is directed toward the core helical bundle domain of this receptor that seems to be structurally distinct from the analogous region of family A G protein-coupled receptors [34]. Since the KALA peptide goes to the alfa helical conformation within a wide range of pH (5 to 7.4) [20], there is a possibility of the same pattern of peptide binding cleft as that of secretin with amino-terminal ecto-domain of the GPCR. And consequently a GPCR-mediated endocytosis
pathway of nano cargo internalization by stearyl-KALA may persist in dendritic cell. GPCR blockers supported in respect of transgene expression and rhodamine fluorescence intensity in confocal live images (Figure 5). A PKA inhibitor, rottlerin deleted the promising transgene expression of KALA MEND (Figure 6a). And thereafter significant reduction of transgene expression by curcumin, a PKA terminator, further, indicated to the GPCR activation by stearyl-KALA modified DNA nanoparticles (Figure 6b). Curcumin is well known as p-300/CREB inhibitor and acts as PKA terminator [44]. Intracellular signal inhibitors like cetirizine hydrochloride, rottlerin, curcumin consequently, proposes a GPCR oriented endocytosis and transgene expression pathways (Figure 6c).

In summary, we herein, described the pathway of transgene expression of a peptide of repeated lysala-leu-ala modified DNA nanoparticles (KALA MEND) in dendritic cell, where DNA cargoes was capsized inside the cell through a GPCR mediated endocytosis rather than conventional micropinocytosis, and GPCR activation has got a potential role on increased transcription via p-300/CREB signaling pathways for higher transgene expression. However, further intensive studies confirmatory with GPCR receptor expression would be performed in the days ahead.

Experimental
Materials
1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(lissamine rhodamine B sulfonyl) (Rh-DOPA), 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(7-nitro-2,1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl) (NBD-DOPA) (From chicken egg, monosodium salt), and dioleoylphosphatidyl ethanololamine (DOPE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Sulfo-rhodamine B was purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). Chlorpromazine, Fillipin and amiloride were purchased from Sigma. HEPES were obtained from Dojindo (Japan). Stearylated octaarginine (STR-R8) was synthesized as described before [12]. Cetirizine hydrochloride, ranitidine hydrochloride, curcumin were purchased from Wako chemical, Osaka, Japan. We have synthesized a CpG free plasmid of firefly luciferase [18, 22]. Fmoc-amino acid derivatives were purchased from Novabiochem (Laufelfingen, Switzerland). The link amide resin (TGS-RAM) was purchased from Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan). Other reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and the Wako Chemical (Osaka, Japan). JAWS II cells derived from murine dendritic cells were purchased from the ATCC.

Methods
Synthesis of Lys-Ala-Leu-ala repeated peptide (a truncated version from KALA) and stearylation
We synthesized Lys-Ala-Leu-ala repeated -peptide following the sequence of KALA peptide [20]. KALA peptide has been syncopated from its original sequence to a truncated version [16]. The peptide chain was manually assembled using Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis on a link amide resin using a diisopropylcarbodiimide (DICDI)/1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBT) coupling system. Stearylation of the peptide resin was conducted using stearic acid in the presence of DICDI/HOBt, as reported previously [12].

Lys-Ala-Leu-Ala repeated peptide (stearyl KALA) and stearyl octa-arginine (R8) modified nanoparticles (both liposome and MEND, multi envelope type nano device)
KALA MEND was prepared according to the stearyl R8 MEND reported elsewhere with some modification [13, 16]. At first plasmid DNA (CpGfree) core was prepared with protamine sulfate condenser at N/P ratio 2.2 in 10mM HEPES buffer of pH 7.4. The core solution was hydrtated in the previously dried lipid film of DOPE/CHEMS (9:2) along with stearyl-KALA (5 mol% of total lipid). The film was prepared by solvent evaporation with the help of nitrogen gas. After lipid film hydration, the system was sonicated in a bath for around one minute. The MEND was post modified with another 5mol% of stearyl-KALA peptide to make whole system positive. Because the DNA-protamine core, which was positively charged was sonicated with the negatively charged film, so the system was further modified with the stearyl-KALA. In case of R8 MEND, stearyl-octarginine 5mol% of total lipid was post modified with the MEND.

Liposomes of stearyl-KALA and stearyl-octa arginine were prepared as per the procedure previously reported elsewhere with some modification [14, 15]. First a lipid mixture of DOPE and CHEMS of 9:2 molar ratio was taken in a test tube and then a 5 mol% stearyl-KALA of total lipid was incorporated with the mixture and allowed for 10 min incubation at room temperature. Thereafter 200 µl chloroform was added to the mixture and dried under nitrogen gas stream. After solvent evaporation the lipid film was further washed by the same amount of chloroform and dried under
same process. The lipid was then hydrated by adding 250 μl, 10 mM HEPES buffer with 1 mol% of 1mM sulfo-rhodamine as aqueous phase marker, when required and incubating the mixture for 10 min at room temperature with gentle shaking. Then, a bath sonication was performed around for one minute to prepare multi-lamellar liposome. After liposome preparation one more 5 mol% stearyl-KALA peptide was added as post modification make the system positive charge (+ve) and allowed the system for at least 10 min. To remove aggregated particle 1000 x g for 5 min was carried out and the sup was carefully taken up. In case of octa-arginine liposome, stearyl octa-arginine 5mol% of the total lipid was post modified with MEND and incubated the system at RT for 30min. The diameter and zeta-potential of liposomes were measured (Table 1) using an electrophoretic light-scattering spectrophotometer (Zetasizer NanoSeries, Malvern Instruments, Malvern UK). The size and zeta potential of stearyl KALA nano particles were little bit lower in comparison to that of octa-arginine modified nano particle. Encapsulation efficiency or entrapment efficiency or percent quenching was measured for stearyl-KALA nanoparticle containing sulforhodamine, followed the equation (1-fb/fs) x100, where fb and fs were fluorescence intensity before and after SDS (8mM) treatment for 1 h, respectively. And it was around 62% for stearyl-KALA liposomes, studied here.

Transfection studies
Dendritic cell line, JAWS-II was cultured in alfa-modification of Minimum essential medium (MEM) containing 20% FCS, Penicillin 50 IU/ml, streptomycin 50mg/ml, 4mM L-glutamate, 1mM sodium pyruvate and 5 ng/ml of GMCSF. The cells were wake up from the 5% DMSO cryopreservation and passage 3-4 has been used for transfection studies. 5 x 10^4 cells/well were cultured in 24 well dish for 24 h and then cells were washed with PBS(-) and 0.5ml serum free medium containing 0.4 μg plasmid DNA (CpG free) packaged in KALA and octa-arginine nano cargoes were incubated for 3 h at 37°C in CO2 humidifier. Thereafter, medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 20% serum, and incubated for an additional 21 h. The cells were washed by PBS and lysed using 75 μl of reporter lysis buffer (Promega, Madison, WI). Luciferase activity in cell lysates was measured using a luminometer (Luminescencer-PSN, ATTO, Japan). The amount of protein in the cell lysate was determined using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). Luciferase activity is expressed as relative light units (RLU) per mg of protein per ml of lysate, where 10^6 RLU correspond to 5 ng luciferase.

To examine the mechanism of octa-arginine and STR-KALA nano cargoes internalization, cells were incubated in the absence or presence of amiloride (1 mM final concentration), Fillipin (1μg/ml final concentration), and chlorpromazine (1μg/ml) for 1 h at 37°C in CO2 humidifier. Cetirizine HCl, a GPCR blocker also known as H1 blocker, with an optimized concentration 0.9 mM (final) was used to the DC population for 1 h before transfection. Rottlerin, a PKA inhibitor around 30μM as well as PKA terminator (p-300/CREB), curcumin 10μM were treated before transfection. Thereafter transfection was followed up by applying nano cargoes containing CpGfree firefly luciferase plasmid for gene expression.

Fluorescence measurement studies for cellular uptake
In order to find out the uptake of the nanocargoes, we labeled the nanocargoes with 1mol% NBD-DOPE of total lipid. And the cells were transfected with the same amount of the nano cargoes for 1 h at 37°C in CO2 humidifier. Following incubation, the medium was removed, and the cells were washed once with ice-cold phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing heparin (20 U/ml).

The inhibition of the uptake of labeled octa-arginine and stearyl KALA-nanocargoes and/or liposome by the chemical inhibitors were performed using the same concentration of inhibitors at the same conditions previously used in the transgene inhibition. The cells were then washed and lysed using 75 μl of reporter lysis buffer and allowed to freeze at -80°C overnight and thaw at room temperature and thereafter cells were scrapped and fluorescence was measured using a fluorescence spectroscopy (Spectrofluorometry JASCO, F-3600).

Confocal microscopic studies
For the analysis of cellular binding we performed in situ transfection in confocal microscope maintaining a device to keep constant at low temperature (4°C) in connection with a confocal laser scanning microscope (LSM META 510, Carl Zeiss Col. Ltd., Jena, Germany). Stearyl KALA modified liposome containing sulfo-rhodamine was applied at a final lipid concentration of 0.01mM in serum free medium and after 10 min of the liposome addition the confocal image was
captured using a confocal laser microscope equipped with an oil-immersion objective lens (Plan-Apochromat x40/NA). And to check the receptor binding of KALA-liposome, we pretreated dendritic cell (5x10⁴/well seeded one day before) with stearyl KALA peptide 23μM for 5 min, then sulfo-rhodamine loaded KALA-liposome were applied in serum free media of the same condition we used previously and incubated in humidifier chamber at 37 °C for another 10 min. Thereafter cells were examined under confocal microscope (Olympus Fluoview FV10i) instantly keeping temperature 37°C.

To investigate cellular endocytosis, cells were treated with stearyl KALA liposome loaded with Sulfo-Rhodamine, at a final concentration of 0.01 mM lipid, in serum-free medium at 37 °C for 1.5h. Cells were washed once with medium and the incubation was continued for an additional 1 h with serum-medium. Cells were then washed with PBS containing heparin 20U/ml two times and examined using the same confocal microscope in HEPES buffer. The same observation was followed after a pretreatment of stearyl KALA of 23 μM for 5 min. One confirmatory study of macroinocytosis was performed by the treatment of Dextran-rhodamine 5μM final concentration for 1h. After a treatment of CCD 60μM final concentration for 1h and thereafter dextran-rhodamine was applied to confirm the inhibitory effect of CCD against pinocytosis.
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Table 1. Characterization of stearyl KALA and stearyl R8 nanoparticles (MEND and liposomes)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packaging system</th>
<th>Size dnm</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>zeta mV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NBD KALA MEND</td>
<td>119.3 ± 5.9</td>
<td>0.173 ± 0.008</td>
<td>40.1 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD R8 MEND</td>
<td>190 ± 9.5</td>
<td>0.197 ± 0.009</td>
<td>46.3 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD KALA liposome</td>
<td>116.8 ± 5.84</td>
<td>0.493 ± 0.02</td>
<td>31.6 ± 1.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD R8 liposome</td>
<td>185.5 ± 9.3</td>
<td>0.231 ± 0.01</td>
<td>52.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBD DOPE/chems liposome</td>
<td>172.8 ± 8.6</td>
<td>0.135 ± 0.006</td>
<td>(-ve) 58.5 ± 2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R8 liposome sulfo rhodamine</td>
<td>207.5 ± 10.7</td>
<td>0.284 ± 0.01</td>
<td>40.6 ± 2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KALA liposome sulfo rhodamine</td>
<td>92.5 ± 4.6</td>
<td>0.33 ± 0.02</td>
<td>33 ± 1.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data represents three independent experiments, N=3, Mean ± SD*
Figure 1. Effect of amiloride on transgene expression of firefly luciferase encoded in CpGfree plasmid DNA:
The left light bars are the stearyl octa-arginine modified nano particles (stearyl-R8 MEND) of both the control and amiloride treated dendritic cells, which were transfected with R8 MEND after treatment with the inhibitors. And the right dark bars: stearyl lysine-alanine-leucine-alanine repeated (KALA) peptide unit modification of DNA-nano particles of both the control (no amiloride treatment but only KALA MEND) and amiloride treated dendritic cells, transfected with KALA MEND. Amiloride (1mM final concentration for 1h) was used as macropinocytosis inhibitor and applied on the cells before the transfection by the respective MENDS.

Amiloride reduced transgene expression of R8 MEND significantly but surprisingly it had no significant reduction in transgene expression of KALA MEND. *P<0.05 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test.
Figure 2. Effect of Amiloride on the uptake of fluorescently labeled DNA nanoparticles: NBD-DOPE labeled octa-arginine modified nanoparticles (both the R8 liposome and R8 MEND) and stearyl KALA modified nanoparticles of both the liposome and MEND.

a) Dendritic cells treated with amiloride 1mM in serum free media and thereafter NBD 1% labeled R8 nanoparticles (both the liposome and MEND) were transfected. There were significant inhibition of the uptake of both the fluorescently labeled R8 liposome and R8 MEND. b) The same procedure was followed for the KALA modified nanoparticles. But there were non-significant inhibition by amiloride treated cells, revealing macropinocytosis-independent in case of KALA modified fluorescently labeled liposome and also MEND. *P<0.05 and **P<0.03 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test.
Figure 3. Pretreatment effect of stearyl-KALA on the transgene expression of KALA MEND and also on the uptake of KALA liposome. 

a) Dose dependent decrease in transgene expression of KALA MEND: 7μM, 13.8μM and 27.6 μM KALA peptide concentrations were pretreated for 10 min before the transfection of KALA MEND. It showed a decreased transgene expression with an increase in dose of KALA concentration. *P<0.05, **P<0.03 and ***P<0.01 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test.

b) Confocal microscopic studies of KALA pretreated and non-treated dendritic cells transfected with KALA liposome, containing aqueous phase marker (sulfo-rhodamine). KALA (23 μM) was pretreated for 10 min at 37°C and thereafter KALA liposomes of aqueous phase marker was incubated at the same temperature for one hour (upper panel) and the control of only KALA liposomes of the same at the same conditions were treated (lower panel) in non-treated dendritic cells. Sulfo-rhodamine loaded KALA liposomes were applied to the cells in serum free medium with a final lipid concentration (0.01mM final). After one hour cells were washed by PBS(−) and heparin 20U/ml as well as 5mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 containing NaCl 135mM, KCl 5.4mM, MgCl2.6H2O 1mM, CaCl2. 2H2O 1.8mM. Nucleus was stained by Hoechst 33343 (x5) 1 mg/ml for 15 min just before PBS washing and examined under an Olympus confocal microscope. Clear rhodamine signal indicated the uptake of liposome showed by yellow arrow.
Figure 4. Effect of KALA on a non-responded MEND (R8 MEND) in dendritic cell for transgene expression: a triangle dose depended transgene expression. Lower concentration of KALA (3μM) exaggerated the transgene expression of a poorly responded R8 MEND (a positive feedback effect). Thereafter with a comparatively higher concentration made also significantly increased gene expression of R8 MEND but the extent of gene expression reduced with the increase of KALA concentration (a negative feedback effect) than that of lower concentration of KALA. It seems a triangular transgene stimulation by stearyl KALA in R8 modified MEND though it was a non-responsive non-viral vector in immune cell like dendritic cell. ***P<0.01 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test.
Figure 5. Effect of GPCR blocker on transgene expression and cell viability after transfection by stearyl KALA modified nanoparticles containing CpG free GL3. 

a) Gene expression blocked by GPCR blocker cetirizine hydrochloride (H1 blocker). There was very clear significant shutdown of the transgene expression of KALA modified nanoparticles by using GPCR blockers. *P<0.05 and **P<0.03 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test. 

b) Confocal microscopy studies of the fate of stearyl KALA liposome and stearyl octa-arginine liposome after treatment of GPCR blocker. Upper panel is the control KALA liposome containing sulforhodamine and the lower panel is the GPCR blocker cetirizine hydrochloride (0.9 mM) pretreated cell followed by the transfection of stearyl KALA liposome containing sulforhodamine. Endosome was stained by the Lysotracker green DND 189 just 30 min before the washing and nucleus was stained by Hoechst 33343 after washing the Lysotracker green. And staining was allowed for 15 min further and then washed again by PBS-heparin-HEPES.
**Figure 6**

Figure 6. Effect of PKA inhibitor, rottlerin and PKA terminator, p-300/CREB inhibitor, Curcumin on transgene expression by KALA MEND and R8 MEND. a) KALA MEND was halted by a concentration of 30 µM rottlerin treatment. b) Significant decreasing of transgene expression of KALA MEND by using 10µM curcumin; c) Effect of curcumin on transgene expression by R8 MEND. Octa arginine modification in MEND did not response to the same concentration of curcumin treatment. ***P<0.001 and **P<0.03 unpaired two tailed student t test, followed by Mann-Whitney test.
Figure 7. Schematic diagram of intra cellular inhibitors of transgene expression of KALA MEND and R8 MEND in dendritic cell. A proposed hypothesis of GPCR mediated nano particle endocytosis and transcription activation thereby.
Clathrin Mediated Endocytosis (CME) and Caveola Mediated Endocytosis inhibition studies: Chlorpromazine Hydrochloride (1μg/ml final concentration for 1 h) as CME inhibitor, Fillipin (1μg/ml final concentration for 1 h) as Caveola pathway inhibitor were used under the same experimental conditions done before for the transfection studies. There were no significant difference found among these inhibitors’ studies explained no relation with CME and Caveola medicated endocytosis.
Dendritic cells treated with Cytochalasin D (CCD) 60 μM in serum free media and thereafter NBD 1% labeled R8 nanoparticles were transfected. Dextran-Rhodamine 5μM final concentration was applied to the dendritic cells at 37° C for 1h in serum free condition. CCD treated dendritic cell for 1h and thereafter dextran-Rhodamine was applied as before for 1 h. **P<0.01, *** P<0.001 unpaired student t test followed by Mann-whitney test (non parametric)

Sulpho-rhodamine loaded stearyl KALA liposome in situ application on the dendritic cell at 4° C after10 min under a LSM confocal microscope. There are clear rhodamine signal in many dotted spot indicated by red arrow reveals the possibility of receptor mediated binding.
**Supplementary figure S3**

Total protein concentration of dendritic cell population after transfection with the control KALA MEND and H1 blocker (Cetirizine HCl) treated (0.9mM for 1h) dendritic cells, those were subsequently exposed to KALA MEND. H1 blocker with 0.9 mM showed no cytotoxicity.
Supplementary figure S4

Confocal microscopic studies of R8 liposome treated dendritic cell as control. It showed no remarkable reduction like KALA liposome by H1 blocker. Red = liposome rhodamine leveled, green = endosome.